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Executive summary 

 

 

Welcome to this edition of ‘Being better 
informed’, our monthly FS regulatory 
accounting and audit bulletin, which 
aims to keep you up to speed with 
significant developments and their 
implication across all the financial 
services sectors. 

The regulators maintained their focus on 

responding to the impact of this coronavirus 

(COVID-19) outbreak last month. The FCA and 

PRA also set out their priorities for the year 

ahead in their annual business plans, which we 

analyse in depth in our feature articles, plus 

there were important updates on LIBOR and 

the ESG Disclosure Regulation. 

Starting with COVID-19, the FCA introduced a 

range of measures in response to the 

pandemic, including requiring firms to offer 

temporary support for loan, credit card and 

overdraft customers who are facing financial 

difficulties. It also introduced similar measures 

for motor finance and high-cost 

credit customers. 

In addition, the FCA published two Dear CEO 

letters, making clear that it expects lenders and 

insurers to treat SME customers fairly during 

the COVID-19 outbreak. In a letter to lenders, 

the FCA sets out its expectation that firms 

allocate responsibility for SME lending to a 

Senior Manager, and that CEOs and boards 

take reasonable steps to ensure the Senior 

Manager is discharging their responsibilities 

suitably. In a letter to insurers, the regulator 

details its expectations on how they should 

respond to business interruption insurance 

claims from SMEs during the pandemic. 

Beyond the UK, the Basel Committee issued 

technical guidance, stating that firms should 

take into account the measures taken by 

Governments to alleviate the impact of COVID-

19, when calculating their ECLs. The 

Committee also agreed to amend the 

transitional arrangements for the regulatory 

capital treatment of ECL accounting. In a 

separate announcement, the Basel Committee 

and IOSCO said they will delay the final two 

implementation phases of the uncleared 

margin rules for OTC derivatives by one year, 

with the aim of giving firms additional 

operational capacity to respond to COVID-19. 

Elsewhere, sustainable finance and the LIBOR 

transition remain important priorities for the 

regulators. On the former, the ESAs published 

a consultation paper setting out their proposed 

RTS for the EU ESG Disclosure Regulation. 

The RTS focus on providing additional clarity 

on the content, methodology and presentation 

of ESG disclosures that impacted firms will 

need to make under the Regulation, at an 

entity and product level. Broadly, an in-scope 

entity would need to have in place a policy 

describing how ESG risks are integrated into 

investment decisions, and publish that policy 

on their website and include pre-contractual 

disclosures to investors. 

Meanwhile, the RFRWG, FCA and BoE 

released a statement acknowledging that 

COVID-19 will cause delays for the LIBOR 

transition in loan markets. Lenders are now 

expected to stop issuing GBP LIBOR-based 

loans from the end of Q1 2021, pushed back 

from an initial target of the end of Q3 2020. 

The statement still calls for firms to offer loans 

linked to alternative rates by the end of Q3 

2020, stressing the importance of offering 

choice for customers. And the overarching 

commitment to LIBOR ceasing by the end of 

2021 has not changed, so it’s important firms 

continue to progress their work to transition 

away from LIBOR. 

Finally, in this month’s feature articles, we take 

a detailed look at the UK conduct and 

prudential agenda for the year ahead. In our 

first article, we analyse the FCA’s medium-term 

priorities as set out in its business plan, which 

are heavily influenced by the impact of COVID-

19, with a strong focus on protecting 

consumers. And in our second article, we 

consider the PRA’s business plan, the areas 

where it’s maintaining its focus despite the 

impact of COVID-19, and what that means 

for firms. 

We hope you enjoy reading about these 

developments and many more in this 

month’s publication. 

 

Hannah Swain 

Director, FS Regulatory Insights 

M: +44 (0) 7803 590553 

E: swain.hannah@pwc.com 
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Publication of the FCA’s business plan, which 

historically has set out the regulator’s work 

plan and priorities for the next 12 months, has 

always marked an important date in the 

regulatory calendar. This year, it was published 

in the midst of a significant period of change for 

the industry, as firms and the regulator 

responded to the coronavirus (COVID-19) 

outbreak. While firms understandably remain 

focused on managing the immediate effects of 

the pandemic, as they begin to transition to the 

medium term ‘stabilisation’ phase, the business 

plan highlights the importance of taking stock 

of the wider regulatory programme.  

This year, the FCA’s business plan sets out its 

agenda over the next three years. As part of 

the HMT-led review of regulatory coordination, 

all statutory financial services regulators are 

seeking to provide firms with a more joined-up 

approach through the Grid, the first edition of 

which was published earlier this month. The 

Grid provides a timetable of planned initiatives 

over the next 12 months (to be extended to 24 

months for future editions), and should 

promote greater coordination of activity 

between regulators, and mean working to a 

longer time horizon than firms have been used 

to. But firms will be familiar with the FCA’s 

progression of a number of themes in the 

business plan, including vulnerability, value 

and consumer outcomes. In this article, we 

look at the FCA’s areas of focus, with a 

particular spotlight on its four priorities for the 

next three years: effective consumer 

investment decisions, consumer credit, 

payments, and fair value in a digital age. We 

consider how the FCA’s agenda is evolving in 

these areas, and what firms need to do to meet 

its expectations.  

Before turning to those topics, it’s worth taking 

stock of some long-standing areas of focus 

which impact all firms, and which remain high 

on the FCA’s agenda – although they’re not 

covered in as much detail in the business plan 

as in previous years.  

The first of those is climate change, where the 

FCA's current focus is on climate-related 

disclosures. By tackling these through the 

Listing Rules and proposing a ‘comply or 

explain’ regime for all companies with a 

premium listing, the proposed changes will 

impact a broad range of firms – not just those it 

supervises. We also expect the FCA to turn its 

attention to how firms manage climate-related 

risks, building on the PRA's expectations for 

how banks and insurers manage these risks. 

As it does so, a key challenge for the conduct 

regulator will be to adopt a framework that is 

sufficiently flexible to allow for some 

proportionality. The PRA's supervisory 

expectations and the BoE's proposed climate 

stress test for the largest firms have come 

under some industry criticism for being too 

onerous. In the current environment, the FCA 

will want to avoid creating unnecessary 

burdens for firms, but at the same time, to 

ensure that climate-related risks are being 

managed appropriately. 

Reducing financial crime remains a priority, 

particularly given that the impact of COVID-19 

enhances financial crime risks. Firms should 

ensure their transaction monitoring systems 

are adjusted in the current environment, and 

be mindful that what was considered 

suspicious previously may be a sign of 

changing customer behaviour as a result of the 

pandemic. The FCA also plans to start 

implementing changes to how it reduces 

financial crime this year, in line with its 

commitments in the UK’s 2019 National 

Economic Crime Plan. This includes making 

greater use of data to identify firms or areas 

that are potentially vulnerable. Firms would be 

well advised to think about how they can use 

intelligence and data to improve their own 

financial crime controls and processes. In 

addition, implementing the registration and 

supervision regime for cryptoasset activities is 

another priority for the FCA, so all cryptoasset 

firms as defined in money laundering 

regulations will need to show compliance with 

customer due diligence and reporting 

obligations.  

And finally, operational resilience forms a 

major part of the FCA’s response to COVID-19, 

while the regulator also remains focused on the 

consultations it issued jointly with the PRA on 
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operational resilience in December 2019. The 

consultation period has been extended by six 

months until 1 October 2020, to allow firms to 

focus on managing the impact of COVID-19. 

Alongside the PRA, the FCA is evaluating the 

contingency plans of a wide range of firms, and 

the authorities will be looking to learn from how 

the industry responds to the pandemic, and to 

incorporate that into their planned approach to 

supervising operational resilience. Separately 

the PRA will be leading on plans to set out 

what information should be submitted by 

banking and insurance firms when operational 

incidents occur. 

The evolving value agenda 

Turning to the first of the FCA’s four mid-term 

priorities – delivering fair value in a digital age 

– it’s clear the FCA’s focus on ‘value’ 

continues, and develops. Firms will be familiar 

with the existing agenda which has tackled 

value for money in specific products such as 

general insurance, investment funds, 

mortgages and savings accounts. But the FCA 

is keen to use digital innovation to drive further 

competition, and value for individuals, while 

underpinning its approach to vulnerable 

customers and revisions to advice. 

The FCA’s approach is two pronged: it is keen 

to both ensure value in digitised products and 

solutions, but equally to avoid resultant poor 

value in ‘digitally disadvantaged’ vulnerable 

groups. This is particularly pertinent given the 

FCA expects the social changes driven by 

COVID-19 to accelerate the development of 

digital markets.  

The three target outcomes which the regulator 

wants to see are perhaps the most interesting 

indication of the FCA’s approach. The FCA is 

keen to see digital innovation supporting 

competition; it notes some of the ethical 

considerations from using data and algorithms 

in pricing, and the need to ensure adequate 

controls to prevent undue bias or 

discrimination. 

It also specifically calls out the need to not 

disadvantage vulnerable customers. The 

FCA’s upcoming guidance on vulnerability will 

partially address this, but the business plan 

makes clear that vulnerable customers should 

be at the heart of product design as well as the 

way firms treat customers. 

The final target outcome – for consumers to be 

able to choose from products that meet their 

needs, at a suitable quality and price – 

underpins the FCA’s work on investment 

decisions. The FCA can see the advantages of 

using digital solutions to support investment 

decisions by consumers but highlights the 

importance of quality and value in these 

solutions – over and above access, operational 

robustness and competition. While there is a 

strong link to the FCA’s work on customers’ 

investment decisions, it is clear that value and 

quality of digital solutions will be important for 

all firms over the coming years. 

Managing pension and retail 

investment risks 

The FCA is increasing its focus on empowering 

consumers to make better investment 

decisions. It sees significant risk of harm in the 

pensions and retail investments markets, 

driven by market volatility as a result of the 

COVID-19 outbreak, as well as the additional 

responsibilities for complex investment 

decisions transferred to consumers by the 

Government’s 2015 pensions freedoms. 

To support effective investment choices, 

the FCA is targeting three outcomes: 

• ensuring products are appropriate for 

consumer needs 

• helping consumers make effective 

decisions about their investments 

• promoting high standards of 

governance and ensuring firms act in 

consumers' interest. 

The FCA highlights that some retail investors 

are being exposed to excessive levels of 

investment risk through speculative, high-risk 

products, and current market volatility has 

increased the risk of fraudulent activity. The 

regulator has already demonstrated its 

willingness to intervene where it is concerned 

that retail investors are offered products that 

are deemed excessively risky, temporarily 

banning the promotion of instruments such as 

mini-bonds and restricting the sale of Contracts 

for Difference in the second half of 2019. Firms 

can expect greater regulatory focus in this 

area, and should review their product 

governance methodology to determine the 

complexity of products, whether they 

appropriately meet the needs of a clear target 

market, and deliver good client outcomes. 

The FCA is looking to strengthen the 

investment distribution process, and the advice 

and guidance which supports it, to achieve 

better consumer decision-making. Firms 

should consider the implications of this, 

including the scope for a revised definition of 

advice that could facilitate the provision of 

more information to consumers before straying 

into the territory of full ‘advice’. Where advice is 

required, firms should ensure they are 

continuing to balance consumer protection with 

the need to keep advice both affordable and 

accessible. The FCA will maintain its focus on 

the suitability of defined benefit to defined 

contribution transfer advice, and begin to 

review the suitability of decumulation advice. 

The regulator will also continue to assess 

whether consumers have sufficient access to 

high quality advice through its RDR and FAMR 

evaluation, the findings of which are expected 

in Q3/Q4 2020. 

To ensure firms are maintaining high standards 

of governance and robust oversight over their 

networks, the FCA will use SM&CR as a key 

tool for measuring progress. Firms should 

prepare themselves for regulatory scrutiny on 

how effectively they have embedded the 

regime, and how they’re using the SM&CR to 

facilitate a culture with consumer outcomes at 

its heart. 

Hammering home the message on 

consumer credit 

A repeating story within the FCA’s business 

plans has been its focus on consumer credit 

markets. While there is little that will be new to 

lenders in the latest iteration, the fact credit is 

once again a priority focus area shows firms 

are not doing enough to satisfy the FCA. 

Over the next three years the FCA wishes 
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to deliver the following outcomes, which are 

of utmost importance in light of the 

coronavirus pandemic: 

• consumers are in an informed position 

• early customer forbearance and 

interventions 

• consumers do not receive 

unaffordable credit 

• increased availability and awareness of 

alternatives to high-cost credit. 

A particularly important outcome, especially for 

the year ahead due to the coronavirus, will be 

early intervention when customers are showing 

signs of financial vulnerability. Key to achieving 

this is having the systems and processes in 

place to proactively monitor customers and 

their behaviour. Without this, firms may find it 

challenging to intervene early as per the FCA’s 

expectations. Once at-risk customers are 

identified, flexibility of approach is then vital as 

customers should receive suitable forbearance 

measures, the nature of which will often be 

dictated by personal circumstances.  

To help ensure customers are in an informed 

position, lenders should review their product 

information in light of recent FCA interventions. 

Mortgages, overdrafts and motor finance have 

all received attention from the regulator over 

the past year because of a lack of clarity in 

product information, comparisons and 

disclosures. We would encourage lenders 

which offer other credit products, particularly 

where commissions may be involved, to review 

their own documentation for clarity, and to 

consider whether design stages could benefit 

from additional challenge.  

Lastly, the FCA reiterates the need for 

affordable forms of credit, which every lender is 

responsible for providing. Creditworthiness 

assessments must focus on the ability of a 

customer to repay a debt (affordability), not 

solely credit risk. Lenders must also carefully 

assess their products, both existing and new, 

for the impact they may have on vulnerable 

customers. For example, is a product only 

commercially viable because of the charges 

that customers struggling to repay may incur?  

Overall, the FCA’s message for the next few 

years is clear. Consumers must be fully 

informed about products at the point of sale 

and throughout their lifetime. Customers must 

also receive affordable loans with suitable 

forbearance measures if difficulties arise.  

Ensuring resilience in payments 

The FCA highlights the importance of financial 

and operational resilience in its approach to 

payments. This is particularly crucial in the 

current environment, in which the regulator is 

focused on mitigating the risk of a repeat of the 

high-profile system outages we’ve seen in the 

past. As a result, firms should expect close 

monitoring of the number of operational 

incidents and outage times from the FCA, as 

well as assessments of firms’ financial 

strength. Regular monitoring of systems and 

identifying any faults in real time should be a 

key focus for firms to prevent outages and 

ensure they can be quickly remedied if they 

do occur.  

Given that some of the outage incidents of the 

past were triggered by major change 

implementation programmes, the FCA is 

asking firms to defer non-essential changes, to 

help mitigate the risk of operational incidents. 

Regulators are also delaying some regulatory 

initiatives, to help firms focus on managing the 

impact of COVID-19, and to minimise 

disruption. For instance, on 30 April 2020, the 

FCA announced it was giving firms an extra six 

months to implement SCA rules for e-

commerce – pushing back the deadline to 

14 September 2021.  

Minimising the risk of fraud is also a priority for 

the FCA. The regulator says it will assess 

whether firms have adequate systems and 

controls to prevent financial crime, and 

expects to see this reduce through its 

regulatory returns. 

Finally, issues of inclusion and consumer 

access are never far from the regulator’s 

mind. The FCA is concerned the impact of 

COVID-19 – as well as changes to firms’ 

business models – could impact consumers’ 

ability to access cash and payment services. 

Firms need to ensure that as their business 

models evolve, they are not excluding certain 

groups of consumers. 

The payments sector is evolving rapidly and 

firms are dealing with a range of industry and 

regulatory developments, including the New 

Payments Architecture, HMT’s Payments 

Landscape Review and real-time gross 

settlement replatforming. It’s clear from the 

FCA’s business plan that firms need to assess 

the prioritisation of their various initiatives and 

change programmes, ensuring the 

fundamentals of operational resilience, 

fraud controls and consumer access remain 

front of mind.  

Overall, the FCA’s business plan sets out an 

ambitious agenda, with strong messages on 

consumer protection and outcomes. As firms 

move into the medium term ‘stabilisation’ 

phase of their responses to COVID-19, they 

need to be ready for the conduct regulator to 

turn its attention to its wide-ranging ‘business 

as usual’ agenda. 
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Responding to COVID-19 may be dominating 

both firms and regulators' immediate priorities, 

but the PRA has a pressing agenda beyond 

this that firms need to be on top of. In its 

Business plan published on 9 April 2020, the 

PRA identifies a number of emerging risks it 

intends to continue to devote resources to over 

the next year, such as climate change and 

operational resilience, as well as highlighting 

plans around a range of policy and 

supervisory activities.  

While in the short term the PRA is engaged in 

measures to support PRA-regulated firms and 

the wider UK economy as a result of COVID-

19, the pandemic has forced the PRA to 

reassess its plans for the coming year and 

reprioritise its work. This has led to it halting or 

reviewing work in a number of areas. For 

example, the PRA has cancelled the 2020 

annual cyclical scenario stress tests, is 

delaying publication of the 2019 biennial 

exploratory scenario results, and has 

postponed the next insurance stress test 

until 2022.  

Further adjustments may yet emerge as the 

situation evolves and firms should look out for 

further announcements. Nonetheless, the PRA 

considers a good portion of its business-as-

usual work can continue. In this article we look 

at the PRA’s areas of focus, and what firms 

need to do to meet its expectations. 

Maintaining momentum 

The PRA recognises dealing with the impact of 

COVID-19 places constraints on firms’ capacity 

and resources. However, it still expects firms to 

meet their ongoing responsibilities and 

requirements, and remains focused on a 

number of cross-sector issues. Responding to 

Brexit features in the PRA’s plan – with a 

particular focus on authorising and supervising 

EEA branches and subsidiaries in the UK and 

working with HMT to develop the UK’s post-

Brexit regulatory framework. Firms should not 

lose sight of the need to prepare for the end of 

the Brexit transitional period and to engage in 

discussions on the UK’s post-Brexit 

regulatory framework. 

Given the current environment, it should come 

as no surprise that the PRA continues to 

prioritise operational resilience – which it 

identifies as a standalone strategic goal in the 

business plan. In 2020/21 the PRA intends to 

focus on firms’ ability to meet its existing 

requirements, and to discuss firms’ readiness 

to comply with the new impact tolerance 

requirements set out in the December 2019 

consultation paper. But in recognition of the 

COVID-19 outbreak, the PRA is taking a 

proportionate approach and has extended the 

consultation period by six months until October 

2020. Despite the delay, this area remains a 

priority and firms should not lose momentum.  

Another area the regulatory authorities are 

pressing ahead with is LIBOR transition and 

the PRA reminds firms that, together with the 

BoE and the FCA, it expects to step up its 

engagement to assess their transition progress 

ahead of the overall end of 2021 final deadline. 

That said, regulators and the RFRWG released 

on 29 April 2020 a statement acknowledging 

COVID-19 will cause delays for the LIBOR 

transition in loan markets, although the overall 

deadline remains unchanged. In addition, at 

the time of writing, transition data reporting has 

been suspended as well as some regulator 

meetings with firms. Full supervisory 

engagement on LIBOR is planned to resume 

from 1 June 2020. 

The PRA makes clear that climate change 

poses significant risks to the economy and to 

the financial system, and these risks are in 

need of action today. It intends to take stock of 

the responses to its discussion paper on its 

climate risk 2021 stress testing biennial 

exploratory scenario, and to announce its 

views on the way forward later in 2020. In 

addition, the PRA plans to work with industry 

through the Climate Financial Risk Forum to 

build intellectual capacity and establish best 

practice in how to manage the financial risks 

from climate change, with output due in the 

summer. Firms would be well advised to 

engage in this process. Finally, this summer 

the PRA plans to issue follow-on guidance to 

its 2019 supervisory statement on enhancing 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/pra-business-plan-2020-21.pdf?la=en&hash=E23F1E913C33C7DD506D7CEB3A29A3101F07E315
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/further-statement-rfrwg-impact-coronavirus-timeline-firms%E2%80%99-libor-transition-plans
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/further-statement-rfrwg-impact-coronavirus-timeline-firms%E2%80%99-libor-transition-plans
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firms’ approaches to managing the financial 

risks from climate change (SS3/19). 

As part of its commitment to reflect on its 

supervisory and regulatory approach, and in 

response to new developments, the PRA 

identifies RegTech, FinTech, and its approach 

to firms' use of AI and machine learning as 

topics of ongoing focus. Many firms are 

increasingly embracing these technologies and 

it will be important to factor the developing 

regulatory approach into these plans.  

Mitigating systemic insurance risk 

There’s also a number of insurance-specific 

initiatives where the PRA wants to see 

progress. The regulator wants internationally 

active insurers to start implementing the 

recently-approved ComFrame and Holistic 

Framework for the assessment and mitigation 

of systemic risk in the sector. A key component 

of the framework is a set of crisis management 

and resolution planning tools. The PRA also 

intends to consider any developments on the 

risk margin for insurers in the context of the 

Solvency II 2020 review and the agreement of 

the Insurance Capital Standard 2.0. 

Insurers that are focusing more on capital and 

balance sheet optimisation are likely to see 

greater supervisory scrutiny and should be 

prepared to demonstrate to the PRA that any 

activities in this area do not reduce overall 

levels of financial resilience or policyholder 

protection. In addition, the PRA will continue to 

review firms’ risk management and governance 

of illiquid internally rated assets, and to monitor 

internal model drift to ensure that firms remain 

adequately capitalised.  

Shoring up financial resilience 

for banks 

The PRA continues to develop its approach to 

financial resilience for banks. As part of this, it 

will keep assessing the adequacy of banks’ 

capital and liquidity resources, review the 

quality and management of assets 

(in particular illiquid assets), and finalise its 

approach to setting PRA buffers for new banks. 

Perhaps with a view to post-COVID-19 

debates on financial regulation, the PRA has 

reinforced its commitment to defending the 

financial resilience that has been built up 

since the financial crisis. In this context, firms 

whose ability to deal with an economic 

downturn has not yet been tested, firms with 

challenged or concentrated business models 

and firms that have an increasing exposure to 

illiquid assets, are likely to face increased 

supervisory scrutiny.  

With the publication of the Regulatory 

Initiatives Grid earlier this month, the intended 

timing of the UK implementation of CRR II is 

now more certain, aligning with the EU 

effective date of June 2021. While at the time 

of publishing its business plan the PRA didn’t 

plan to re-prioritise recovery and resolution 

initiatives, it is now doing so. The first 

resolvability assessment framework related 

self-assessments and public disclosures, 

affecting the largest UK banks, have been 

deferred by a year to October 2021 and June 

2022 respectively. But the PRA now intends to 

consult in due course on changes to its 

resolution assessment rules. The compliance 

deadline for valuation capabilities to support 

resolvability has also been extended by three 

months to 1 April 2021. In addition, The BoE 

and PRA are extending the deadline for the 

submission of certain resolution pack 

information by a further two years until the 

end of 2022.  

Doubtless these measures to alleviate 

operational burdens will be welcomed by firms. 

But the PRA does still appear to plan to 

consult on its approach to winding down 

derivatives and trading book positions, as well 

as the revised approach to operational 

continuity in resolution. 

The PRA also remains concerned about the 

reliability of regulatory reporting by banks, 

following its October 2019 Dear CEO letter, an 

issue PwC highlighted at the time. While 

paused for now due to COVID-19, this has not 

dropped off the PRA’s radar.  

Final thought  

The PRA and firms are distracted by COVID-

19 for now, but it won’t be long before the 

PRA’s gaze returns fully to its business-as-

usual activity – although undoubtedly there’ll 

be lessons learned from the current situation 

that will feed into its plans beyond 2020/21. 

 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/letter/2019/reliability-of-regulatory-returns.pdf
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/financial-services/regulation/understanding-regulatory-developments/pra-turns-up-the-heat-reliability-of-regulatory-returns.html
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Regulation 

Benchmarks 

EC consults on low-carbon benchmarks rules 

The EC published for consultation three draft 

Delegated Acts that further specify the 

requirements for low-carbon benchmarks 

under BMR, on 9 April 2020. 

The draft Delegated Act on establishing 

minimum standards for low-carbon 

benchmarks sets out the minimum standards 

to help benchmark administrators design the 

‘EU climate transition’ and ‘EU Paris-aligned’ 

benchmarks. These are labels designed to 

help investors interested in a low-carbon 

investment strategy. 

The draft Delegated Act on minimum content of 

the explanation on how ESG factors are 

reflected in the benchmark methodology 

requires benchmark administrators to provide 

information on how they build ESG factors into 

their calculations. This should help traders and 

investors assess how an administrator’s 

sustainability and ethical practices impact its 

financial performance and operations. 

The draft Delegated Act on the explanation in 

the benchmark statement of how ESG factors 

are reflected in each benchmark provided and 

published requires administrators to explain 

clearly how ESG criteria are reflected for each 

benchmark/family of benchmarks. It also 

provides rules on the extent to which 

benchmark statements comply with the Paris 

Climate Agreement and the standard format for 

references to the three ESG criteria. 

The consultation closed on 6 May 2020. 

Brexit 

Regulators to grant temporary Brexit relief 

The BoE and the PRA released a joint 

statement on HMT’s proposed use of 

temporary transitional powers (TTP) at the end 

of the Brexit transition period, on 30 April 2020. 

The FCA released a similar statement on the 

same day. 

The statements follow HMT’s written ministerial 

statement from 25 March 2020, outlining its 

intention to retain the regulators’ TTP and use 

them for a period of two years from the end of 

the transition period. 

The regulators intend to grant transitional relief 

on a broad basis, with some exceptions, from 

the end of the transition period until 31 March 

2022. This means that PRA-regulated firms 

and Bank-regulated FMIs don’t need to have 

completed preparations to implement changes 

in UK law arising from the end of the transition 

period by December 2020. 

The details of how and to what the TTP applies 

will be set out in the annexes to the updated 

TTP directions, which the regulators plan to 

publish in due course. 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://ec.europa.eu/info/law/better-regulation/have-your-say/initiatives/12018-Key-elements-of-the-methodology-reflecting-environmental-social-or-governance-ESG-factors
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ec.europa.eu_info_law_better-2Dregulation_have-2Dyour-2Dsay_initiatives_12019-2DReferences-2Dto-2DESG-2Dfactors-2Denabling-2Dmarket-2Dparticipants-2Dto-2Dmake-2Dwell-2Dinformed-2Dchoices&d=DwMFAw&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=2E8hW8Anm9NcBqYZ9w9ijg&m=5kuaFa3OWiYPufgcIE5MsUXUNGwlhFKlHh3X71MtRmU&s=BiIcvZ1s5K2hGBM-fqjvzFfB8yYPJHYQ9Ybw5MP1zHw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ec.europa.eu_info_law_better-2Dregulation_have-2Dyour-2Dsay_initiatives_12019-2DReferences-2Dto-2DESG-2Dfactors-2Denabling-2Dmarket-2Dparticipants-2Dto-2Dmake-2Dwell-2Dinformed-2Dchoices&d=DwMFAw&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=2E8hW8Anm9NcBqYZ9w9ijg&m=5kuaFa3OWiYPufgcIE5MsUXUNGwlhFKlHh3X71MtRmU&s=BiIcvZ1s5K2hGBM-fqjvzFfB8yYPJHYQ9Ybw5MP1zHw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ec.europa.eu_info_law_better-2Dregulation_have-2Dyour-2Dsay_initiatives_12019-2DReferences-2Dto-2DESG-2Dfactors-2Denabling-2Dmarket-2Dparticipants-2Dto-2Dmake-2Dwell-2Dinformed-2Dchoices&d=DwMFAw&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=2E8hW8Anm9NcBqYZ9w9ijg&m=5kuaFa3OWiYPufgcIE5MsUXUNGwlhFKlHh3X71MtRmU&s=BiIcvZ1s5K2hGBM-fqjvzFfB8yYPJHYQ9Ybw5MP1zHw&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__ec.europa.eu_info_law_better-2Dregulation_have-2Dyour-2Dsay_initiatives_12019-2DReferences-2Dto-2DESG-2Dfactors-2Denabling-2Dmarket-2Dparticipants-2Dto-2Dmake-2Dwell-2Dinformed-2Dchoices&d=DwMFAw&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=2E8hW8Anm9NcBqYZ9w9ijg&m=5kuaFa3OWiYPufgcIE5MsUXUNGwlhFKlHh3X71MtRmU&s=BiIcvZ1s5K2hGBM-fqjvzFfB8yYPJHYQ9Ybw5MP1zHw&e=
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/joint-bank-pra-statement-on-proposed-use-of-ttp-at-the-end-of-the-transition-period
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/joint-bank-pra-statement-on-proposed-use-of-ttp-at-the-end-of-the-transition-period
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/policy-statements/ps19-5-brexit-policy-statement
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Lords/2020-03-25/HLWS183/
https://www.parliament.uk/business/publications/written-questions-answers-statements/written-statement/Lords/2020-03-25/HLWS183/
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Capital and liquidity 

FCA seeks capital-raising boost during 
COVID-19  

The FCA announced a series of temporary 

measures on 8 April 2020 to help listed 

companies to raise new funding during the 

COVID-19 crisis. The regulator is seeking to 

balance the desire to support capital-raising 

with ensuring an appropriate degree of 

investor protection. 

The package includes a combination of 

temporary policy interventions and reminders 

of some existing options for companies and 

their current and prospective shareholders. 

These include: 

• providing clarity on the FCA’s expectations 

about the due diligence supporting ‘working 

capital statements’ in share prospectuses 

given the significant economic uncertainties 

caused by coronavirus 

• the ability to apply to the FCA for waivers to 

ensure that shareholder approval can be 

sought for certain transactions without the 

need to hold a general meeting given 

government guidelines on social distancing 

• encouraging eligible companies to make 

use of the new simplified prospectus, 

introduced by the Prospectus Regulation. 

The FCA’s interventions related to working 

capital statements and general meeting 

requirements will apply until the regulator 

advises otherwise. 

Conduct 

Regulators offer firms flexibility under SM&CR 

The FCA published a statement on changes to 

its expectations of solo-regulated firms under 

the SM&CR, and the FCA and PRA issued a 

joint statement for dual-regulated firms on 3 

April 2020. The FCA says it will not enforce the 

requirement on firms to submit updated 

statements of responsibilities (SoRs) if 

changes to staff are in response to COVID-19 

and temporary. The regulators expect firms to 

resubmit relevant SoRs as soon as 

reasonably practicable, taking into account the 

current circumstances.  

Other changes include an extension of the ‘12-

week rule’ to 36 weeks for solo-regulated 

firms (in normal circumstances, the 12-week 

rule allows an individual to cover for a senior 

manager on a temporary basis without 

being approved). 

MiFID II 

ESMA finalises advice on costs and charges 

ESMA published its final report on costs and 

charges and inducements under MiFID II on 

1 April 2020. This follows a call for evidence 

published in July 2019, and forms part of the 

EC’s review of MiFID II. 

In relation to costs and charges, ESMA 

considers that the regime should allow for 

more flexibility when applied to ECPs and 

professional clients. It suggests that ECPs 

should be allowed to opt-out from receiving all 

disclosures, with firms maintaining records of 

all opt-out requests from their clients. It also 

suggests switching off the requirement for firms 

to provide an illustration of the impacts of costs 

and charges on investment returns for 

ECP clients. 

ESMA suggests that costs and charges 

disclosed to professional clients should depend 

on the service being provided. It argues that 

when providing any service except for 

investment advice and portfolio management, 

the professional client should be able to opt-out 

of receiving all disclosures. Where a client 

requests an opt-out, the firm would need to 

maintain a record and contractually agree with 

clients which disclosures they would 

receive instead. 

Other than the application across different 

client types, ESMA considers the rules to be 

broadly effective. It proposes a series of 

targeted amendments, including incorporating 

some Level 3 Q&As into the Level 2 delegated 

regulation. ESMA believes that the costs and 

charges regime should align with the cost 

disclosure regime under the PRIIPs 

Regulation. In this context, it suggests 

clarifying the period over which ex-ante costs 

should be calculated together with the 

methodology for the ‘costs on return’ 

calculation, but suggests awaiting the outcome 

of the PRIIPs Regulation review before 

recommending a specific approach to the EC.  

On inducements, ESMA suggests that the EC 

should assess: the impact the inducements 

regime has had on the distribution of retail 

investment products across the EU; the effects 

a ban on inducements would have on different 

distribution models; and possible actions to 

mitigate the risk of undesired consequences of 

an inducements ban.  

The EC will consider the advice in the context 

of its review of MiFID II. 

ESMA advises on MiFID II commodity 
derivatives regime 

ESMA published Final report: MiFID II review 

report on position limits and position 

management on 1 April 2020. This comes in 

the context of the review ESMA is required to 

undertake under MiFID II and follows a 

consultation paper published in 

November 2019. 

Having analysed the impact of position limits 

on market abuse and orderly pricing and 

settlement, as well as on the liquidity 

commodity derivative contracts, the EU 

authority proposes a series of amendments to 

the rules aimed at making the framework 

operate more efficiently for market participants 

and NCAs. The suggested changes include 

reducing the scope of commodity derivatives 

under the position limits regime (e.g. removing 

securitised derivatives), and introducing a 

limited ‘hedging’ exemption for financial 

counterparties providing liquidity to 

trading venues. 

In addition, ESMA suggests that, to improve 

convergent implementation of position 

management controls across trading venues, 

the EC should consider amendments to Level 

2 (e.g. accountability levels, expiry and delivery 

limits) and Level 1 (giving trading venues 

power to obtain information from its members 

or participants on 'related positions entered by 

a person on other trading venues or OTC, 

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/listed-companies-recapitalisation-issuances-coronavirus
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/smcr-coronavirus-our-expectations-solo-regulated-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/joint-fca-pra-statement-smcr-coronavirus-covid-19
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma35-43-2126_technical_advice_on_inducements_and_costs_and_charges_disclosures.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-2311_mifid_ii_review_report_position_limits.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-2311_mifid_ii_review_report_position_limits.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-2311_mifid_ii_review_report_position_limits.pdf
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where appropriate, to the benefit of efficient 

position management controls').  

Finally of note, despite overwhelming support 

from stakeholders for the so-called ‘C(6) carve-

out’, ESMA does not believe it is needed. It 

notes that the carve-out has not achieved its 

objective of bringing more trading onto the 

trading venues. 

In terms of next steps, this advice will feed into 

the EC’s review of MiFID II. 

Supervision 

COVID-19 dominates FCA business plan 

The FCA set out its priorities for the next three 

years in its Business Plan 2020/21 on 

7 April 2020. The business plan underscores 

how the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted the 

regulatory agenda in the short to medium term. 

The FCA’s four priorities for the next three 

years are heavily influenced by the impact of 

COVID-19, with a focus on protecting 

consumers. Its medium-term priorities are: 

consumer credit, payments, fair value in a 

digital age, and consumer investment 

decisions. 

The FCA also sets out its cross-sector priorities 

and areas of focus for each sector. 

The regulator continues to prioritise climate 

change, technology, operational resilience, 

financial crime and culture. 

Further, the FCA details plans to transform the 

way it works and regulates. The regulator 

signals its intention to move towards a more 

outcomes-based approach to regulation and a 

desire to transform the way it operates, with a 

much greater focus on the use of technology. 

Due to the uncertain environment caused by 

COVID-19, the FCA’s priorities are likely to 

develop and it may issue an update to the 

business plan. 

Alongside the business plan, the FCA issued a 

consultation on its fees and levies for 2020/21, 

in CP20/6: FCA regulated fees and levies: 

Rates proposals 2020/21. The consultation 

closes on 19 May 2020, and the FCA plans to 

publish a policy statement in July 2020. 

For more detail on what the business plan 

means for firms, see our feature article on p. 3. 

PRA sets out priorities for 2020/21 

The PRA issued its Business Plan 2020/21 on 

9 April 2020, setting out its strategic goals and 

workplan for the year ahead. Responding to 

the COVID-19 outbreak is the top priority for 

the PRA and has led to re-prioritisation in a 

number of areas. Despite that, the PRA has 

identified a number of new and emerging risks 

to which it will continue to devote resources, 

such as climate change and operational 

resilience. RegTech, FinTech, and the 

regulatory approach to firms' use of AI and 

machine learning are topics of ongoing focus 

for the regulator. In addition, the PRA will 

continue to develop its approach to 

financial resilience. 

See our feature article on p. 6 for an in-depth 

analysis of the Business Plan and what it 

means for firms. 

 

 

 

Sustainability 

EC consults on renewed sustainable 
finance strategy 

The EC published a consultation on its 

renewed sustainable finance strategy on 

8 April 2020, setting out initial ideas on how to 

extend the Sustainable Finance Action Plan, 

which was originally launched in May 2018. 

The proposed renewed strategy is aimed at 

deepening the EU regulatory framework for 

sustainable finance. The EC invites feedback 

on where it should be focusing its efforts to 

achieve this. Its areas of focus include ways in 

which it can facilitate greater access to 

sustainable investments for retail consumers, 

such as through the possible establishment of 

an EU ‘Eco’ label for retail investment 

products. The EC also floats the idea that a 

default position for firms providing investment 

advice should be to proactively offer 

sustainable investment products.  

It is clear that the EU Green Bonds Standard 

will be a big feature of the renewed strategy. 

This will involve taking forward the 

recommendations of the EC’s Technical Expert 

Group on Sustainable Finance to establish 

‘comply or explain’ legislation for a Green 

Bonds Standard. The EC expects to publish 

proposals by the end of Q2 2020. 

Also of significance is the EC’s intention to 

increase its focus on climate risk and financial 

stability issues associated with sustainable 

finance. It is exploring whether the prudential 

regulatory framework should be amended to 

help manage climate risk and ensure the full 

integration of climate risk into the 

financial system. 

The consultation closes on 15 July 2020. 

The current expectation is for the EC to publish 

its renewed Sustainable Finance Action Plan 

by the end of 2020, along with any new 

legislative proposals. 

ESAs consult on ESG Disclosure 
Regulation measures 

The ESAs published a consultation paper 

setting out their proposed RTS for the EU ESG 

Disclosure Regulation on 23 April 2020. This 

focuses on providing additional clarity on the 

content, methodology and presentation of ESG 

disclosures at an entity and product level.  

The ESG Disclosure Regulation (Level 1) 

introduces a series of entity and product level 

disclosures for asset managers, other 

institutional investors and firms providing 

investment advice (e.g. wealth managers). 

Broadly, an in-scope entity would need to have 

in place a policy describing how ESG risks are 

integrated into investment decisions, and 

publish that policy on their website and include 

pre-contractual disclosures to investors. Those 

pre-contractual disclosures would also need to 

include the adverse impact of investments on 

sustainability factors, which would need to be 

published on the entity’s website. In addition, 

entities would need to disclose in their 

remuneration policies how remuneration aligns 

with integration of ESG risks.  

At a product level, firms would need to disclose 

how products with sustainability 

characteristics/objectives meet those 

characteristics/objectives in pre-contractual 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/business-plans/business-plan-2020-21.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-06.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-06.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/pra-business-plan-2020-21.pdf?la=en&hash=E23F1E913C33C7DD506D7CEB3A29A3101F07E315
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-sustainable-finance-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://esas-joint-committee.europa.eu/Publications/Consultations/JC%202020%2016%20-%20Joint%20consultation%20paper%20on%20ESG%20disclosures.pdf
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disclosures to investors, on websites, and in 

periodic reports.  

In relation to the entity level disclosures on 

adverse sustainability impacts, the proposed 

RTS sets out a mandatory reporting template, 

with fields for summary, scope, the principal 

adverse impacts, policies on the identification 

of principal adverse impacts, actions taken and 

planned to mitigate the principal adverse 

impacts, adherence to international standards 

and a historical comparison. It also sets out 

indicators for adverse sustainability impacts, 

and a statement to be published where 

adverse impacts are not considered by firms.  

In addition, the proposed RTS sets out a 

mandatory reporting template for product level 

disclosure of sustainability impacts and 

additional disclosures that should be provided 

by products that have designated an index as a 

reference benchmark.  

The consultation closes on 1 September 2020. 

The ESG Disclosure Regulation takes effect in 

March 2021. 

Wholesale markets 

Uncleared margin rules get postponed 

On 3 April 2020, the Basel Committee and 

IOSCO decided to delay the final two 

implementation phases of the uncleared 

margin rules for OTC derivatives by one year. 

The extension means that: 

• firms in scope with an aggregate average 

notional amount (AANA) of uncleared 

derivatives greater than €50bn will need to 

exchange initial margin (IM) from 

1 September 2021 (Phase 5) 

• firms in scope with an AANA of uncleared 

derivatives greater than €8bn will need to 

exchange IM from 1 September 2022 

(Phase 6). 

The standard setters' intention is to help firms 

by giving them additional operational capacity 

to respond to the COVID-19 crisis, and support 

them in their preparations to comply with the 

requirements by the revised deadlines. More 

details can be found in our At a Glance 

publication. 

Also this month 

EC 

• The EC consulted on a new digital finance 

strategy for Europe/Fintech action plan on 

3 April 2020. The EC is seeking views on: 

maintaining technology neutral and 

innovation-friendly policy, how to reduce 

EU Single Market fragmentation for 

FinTechs and how to promote a well-

regulated data-driven financial sector. 

The consultation closes on 26 June 2020. 

• The EC remotely held a meeting on 

15 April 2020 to exchange views on 

drafting a new methodology for identifying 

high-risk third countries presenting 

deficiencies in their AML/CTF frameworks. 

The new methodology will be used for 

adoption of a delegated act that intends to 

amend the EU list of high-risk 

third countries. 

ESMA 

• ESMA launched a first report for 

consultation on clearing solutions for 

pension schemes arrangements (PSAs) 

under EMIR on 2 April 2020. It aims to 

gather views and data on potential central 

clearing solutions for PSAs, in particular on 

solutions to facilitate PSAs meeting their 

variation margin calls. The consultation 

closes on 15 June 2020 and following that 

ESMA plans to publish another report and 

submit it to the EC by the end of the year. 

• ESMA updated its risk assessment on 2 

April 2020. It found that COVID-19 has led 

to significant equity market corrections 

since mid-February 2020, driven by a sharp 

deterioration in the outlook for consumers, 

businesses and the economic environment. 

In addition, corporate and government 

bond markets and some investment funds 

show signs of stress. Finally, market 

infrastructures have continued to function 

in an orderly manner despite significant 

surges in trading activity, the use of circuit 

breakers and increases in derivatives 

margins, ESMA finds.  

• ESMA issued a BMR-related public 

statement addressed to NCAs in relation to 

COVID-19 on 9 April 2020. It asks NCAs to 

not take supervisory actions against 

administrators of and contributors to 

interest rate benchmarks that are not able 

to meet their external audit requirements 

under BMR by 30 September 2020. Where 

administrators and contributors anticipate a 

delay in meeting those audit requirements, 

ESMA expects them to inform their NCA. 

• ESMA issued a No Action Letter on the 

new ESG disclosure requirements under 

BMR on 29 April 2020. It asked NCAs to 

not prioritise supervisory or enforcement 

action against administrators regarding 

Level 1 requirements (in force since 30 

April 2020) until the Level 2 Delegated Acts 

apply (those are currently awaiting 

adoption). At the same time, ESMA 

recommends that the EC should not delay 

the adoption of the Acts. 

FATF 

The FATF published a statement on its 

assessment and follow-up deadlines in 

response to COVID-19 on 28 April 2020. It has 

decided to temporarily postpone all pending 

mutual evaluations and has paused its review 

process for high-risk jurisdictions. 

FCA 

• The FCA issued guidance for pension 

providers and defined benefit transfer 

advisers on 7 April 2020. It aims to give 

defined contribution pension providers 

more clarity on how they can discuss with 

customers the risks and implications of 

changing or accessing pensions in the 

current circumstances, without straying into 

regulated advice. The FCA has also 

extended the implementation date for the 

final suite of Retirement Outcomes Review 

remedies by six months, to 1 February 

2021. 

• The FCA published PPI complaints 

deadline – Final Report on 24 April 2020, 

reporting on the impact of its PPI deadline 

campaign, and setting out next steps. 

The regulator says that ensuring firms fairly 

resolve the remaining PPI complaints will 

now be part of its business as usual 

https://www.bis.org/press/p200403a.htm
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d499.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d499.pdf
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/financial-services/regulation/understanding-regulatory-developments/final-implementation-phases-of-the-uncleared-margin-rules-are-de.html
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-digital-finance-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-digital-finance-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://www.europarl.europa.eu/committees/en/product/product-details/20200414CAN54422
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2823_esma_report_to_the_european_commission_on_central_clearing_obligations_for_psa_-_no_1.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2823_esma_report_to_the_european_commission_on_central_clearing_obligations_for_psa_-_no_1.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2823_esma_report_to_the_european_commission_on_central_clearing_obligations_for_psa_-_no_1.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2823_esma_report_to_the_european_commission_on_central_clearing_obligations_for_psa_-_no_1.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma50-165-1107_risk_update.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma80-187-546_public_statement_external_audit_bmr_april_2020.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma80-187-546_public_statement_external_audit_bmr_april_2020.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma41-137-1300_esmar_article_9a3_opinion_-_bmr_nca.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma41-137-1299_esmar_article_9a2_opinion_-_bmr_ec.pdf
http://www.fatf-gafi.org/publications/fatfgeneral/documents/mer-postponement-covid-19.html
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/pensions-and-retirement-income-our-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/ppi/payment-protection-insurance-complaints-deadline-final-report.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/ppi/payment-protection-insurance-complaints-deadline-final-report.pdf
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supervision, and that supervisors will 

continue to monitor firms’ progress. It 

states that the PPI issue has been ‘brought 

to an orderly conclusion’. 

• The FCA updated its expectations on 

financial resilience for FCA solo-regulated 

firms on 17 April 2020. The regulator 

expects firms to take appropriate steps to 

conserve capital during the COVID-19 

outbreak, and plan for how to meet 

potential demands on liquidity. Where firms 

are prudentially regulated by the PRA, they 

should also take PRA requirements into 

account as part of their capital 

management procedures. 

• The FCA issued guidance on 6 April 2020 

on client assets compliance matters arising 

from the current disruption caused by 

COVID-19. It summarises some of the 

queries it has received including issues 

relating to depositing client money, physical 

asset reconciliations, handling cheques 

and delays to improvement programmes. 

FMSB 

The FMSB published a Spotlight Review of 

emerging AI themes and challenges on 

23 April 2020. The FMSB comments on a 

number of key areas, including: the increased 

importance of model risk management where 

algorithms are deployed, the increased use of 

execution algorithms and best practices for 

market participants. It anticipates the document 

and ensuing discussion to contribute to future 

standards on AI. 

FSB 

• The FSB published a consultation paper on 

effective practices for cyber incident 

response and recovery on 20 April 2020. 

It’s looking for views on its toolkit 

containing effective practices, structured 

across seven components. Responses are 

due by 20 July 2020, with the final toolkit 

expected by the end of the year. 

• The FSB explored the regulatory, 

supervisory and oversight challenges of 

global stablecoins on 14 April 2020 through 

a consultation. The FSB sets out ten 

recommendations that centre around a 

proportionate, flexible and cross-border 

approach, and outlines the potential 

regulation that could apply. The FSB 

welcomes comments until 15 July 2020.  

IOSCO 

• IOSCO published a statement on 8 April 

2020 setting out changes to its 2020 work 

programme, with a focus on examining 

risks stemming from COVID-19, notably 

market areas most exposed to increased 

volatility, constrained liquidity, and the 

potential for pro-cyclicality, as well as any 

other market integrity, investor protection or 

conduct risks. The international securities 

regulator is delaying work on the use of AI 

and machine learning by market 

intermediaries and asset managers, 

passive investing, market data and 

outsourcing. It will continue various 

workstreams that are close to completion, 

are not overly burdensome, or which relate 

to G20 deliverables. 

• IOSCO published a final report on 

sustainable finance and the role of 

securities regulators and IOSCO on 14 

April 2020. The report analyses current 

regulatory and industry initiatives, and 

identifies areas where improvements can 

be made. The international securities 

regulator will be building on its work 

through the Sustainable Finance Network 

by establishing a board-level task force on 

sustainable finance, intended to improve 

sustainability-related disclosures made by 

issuers and asset managers. 

Money and Pensions Service 

The Money and Pensions Service (MAPS) 

published its first full report on the progress 

made in developing the Pensions Dashboard 

on 8 April 2020. The report is supported by two 

documents setting out options to achieve 

comprehensive coverage across all pension 

sections and the data inputs that will be 

displayed on the dashboard. Industry views will 

be sought later this year, and subsequent 

progress updates will be issued every 

six months. 

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/fca-expectations-financial-resilience-fca-solo-regulated-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/client-assets-coronavirus
https://fmsb.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/FMSB-Spotlight-Review-%E2%80%98Emerging-themes-and-challenges-in-algorithmic-trading-and-machine-learning%E2%80%99.pdf
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P200420-1.pdf
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P140420-1.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/news/pdf/IOSCONEWS562.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD652.pdf
https://maps.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/pdp-progress-update-report.pdf
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Regulation 

Benchmarks 

COVID-19 disrupts LIBOR transition in 
loan markets 

The RFRWG and the UK regulators released a 

statement on 29 April 2020 acknowledging that 

COVID-19 will delay the LIBOR transition in 

loan markets. Lenders are now expected to 

stop issuing sterling LIBOR-based loans from 

the end of Q1 2021. The RFRWG’s initial 

target was the end of Q3 2020. 

The industry deemed the initial milestone 

ambitious, due to the lack of readiness of key 

infrastructure and third-party vendors, as well 

as limited client awareness. COVID-19 added 

further concerns about the timeline. 

Despite the delay, the RFRWG still calls for 

firms to offer loans linked to alternative rates by 

the end of Q3 2020, stressing the importance 

of offering choice for customers. The overall 

commitment to LIBOR ceasing by the end of 

2021 has not changed. 

More details can be found in our At a 

glance publication. 

Capital and liquidity 

COVID-19 – EBA makes market risk 
adjustments 

The EBA published a Statement on the 

application of the prudential framework on 

targeted aspects in the area of market risk in 

the COVID-19 outbreak on 22 April 2020. It 

covers four specific areas in need of 

adjustment or guidance. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has caused 

exceptional market volatility with consequential 

excessive impact on the prudent valuation 

adjustment to regulatory capital under CRR 

that applies to financial instruments held at fair 

value. To mitigate this, the EBA proposes to 

temporarily increase, until 31 December 2020, 

the ‘aggregation factor’ applicable to the 

core approach of this adjustment. The EBA 

wants the change in place by 30 June 2020 

and an amending draft final RTS accompanied 

this statement. 

As part of the implementation of FRTB in the 

EU, affected firms are due to start reporting 

data on the new standardised approach market 

risk capital requirements from March 2021. In 

recognition of the operational challenges at this 

time, the EBA intends to defer the 

commencement of this reporting to September 

2021. It has reflected this change in the final 

draft ITS that it has now published. 

The Basel Committee and IOSCO announced 

on 3 April 2020 their agreement to defer by one 

year, the deadline for completing the final two 

implementation phases of the bilateral margin 

requirements, in order to provide additional 

operational capacity for counterparties to 

respond to the immediate impact of COVID-19. 

The EBA indicates in this statement that it is 

working with ESMA and EIOPA to adopt this 

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/further-statement-rfrwg-impact-coronavirus-timeline-firms%E2%80%99-libor-transition-plans
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/financial-services/regulation/understanding-regulatory-developments/covid-19-disrupts-libor-transition-timeline.html
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/financial-services/regulation/understanding-regulatory-developments/covid-19-disrupts-libor-transition-timeline.html
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882755/EBA%20Statement%20on%20the%20application%20of%20the%20prudential%20framework%20on%20targeted%20aspects%20in%20the%20area%20of%20market%20risk%20in%20the%20COVID-19.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882755/EBA%20Statement%20on%20the%20application%20of%20the%20prudential%20framework%20on%20targeted%20aspects%20in%20the%20area%20of%20market%20risk%20in%20the%20COVID-19.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882755/EBA%20Statement%20on%20the%20application%20of%20the%20prudential%20framework%20on%20targeted%20aspects%20in%20the%20area%20of%20market%20risk%20in%20the%20COVID-19.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882755/EBA%20Statement%20on%20the%20application%20of%20the%20prudential%20framework%20on%20targeted%20aspects%20in%20the%20area%20of%20market%20risk%20in%20the%20COVID-19.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/Publications/Draft%20Technical%20Standards/2020/RTS/882753/EBA-RTS-2020-04%20Amending%20RTS%20on%20Prudent%20Valuation.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-publishes-final-draft-technical-standards-specific-reporting-requirements-market-risk
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-publishes-final-draft-technical-standards-specific-reporting-requirements-market-risk
https://www.bis.org/press/p200403a.htm
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change and the joint ESAs have now published 

a joint draft RTS to this effect. 

Finally, the EBA provides guidance on the 

approach to Value-at-risk (VaR) back-testing 

exceptions to mitigate the possibility of 

excessively pro-cyclical market risk capital 

requirements. This is similar to PRA’s 

30 March 2020 statement on this matter. It also 

provides guidance on the review of the 

stressed-VaR observation period. This is 

similar to guidance the PRA has published on 

this issue. 

EC proposes fast-track CRR amendments 

The EC announced fast-track legislative 

proposals for a Regulation amending CRR and 

CRR II as regards adjustments in response to 

the COVID-19 pandemic on 28 April 2020. 

It comprises targeted amendments to CRR as 

part of the ongoing COVID-19 response, to 

facilitate lending in the EU. 

The EC is implementing the Basel 

Committee’s amendment to the transitional 

arrangements for the regulatory capital 

treatment of ECLs, although more restrictively. 

The proposals also include a more favourable 

treatment for non-performing loans that are 

supported by COVID-19 related public 

guarantees together with certain amendments 

to the leverage ratio regime. In addition, the 

EC proposes to bring forward the date of 

application of CRR II measures concerning 

credit risk related SME and infrastructure 

support factors as well as provisions relating 

to the exemption of certain software assets 

from regulatory capital deductions. The EC 

encourages the Council and EP to deal with 

these proposals urgently and adopt them by 

June 2020. 

The EC published on the same day an 

Interpretive Communication on the EU’s 

accounting and prudential frameworks. 

This broadly summarises statements and 

guidance that the EBA, ESMA, ECB and other 

bodies have issued in recent weeks. 

PRA encourages use of buffers 

The PRA published a Q&A on the use of 

Liquidity and Capital buffers in response to 

COVID-19 on 20 April 2020. This is relevant to 

all banks to which CRD IV applies. It draws on 

existing rules, policies and supervisory 

statements as well as measures announced in 

recent weeks and summarises the extent of 

flexibility over the use of buffers. The Q&As 

have been prepared in the context of the 

PRA’s and the FPC’s expectation that ‘all 

elements of the substantial capital and liquidity 

buffers that have been built up by banks exist 

to be used as necessary to support the 

economy’. 

Basel Committee issues COVID-19-related 
guidance 

The Basel Committee issued technical 

guidance on 3 April 2020 in response to the 

measures taken by governments and banks to 

alleviate the impact of COVID-19, and the 

impact of COVID-19 on the ECLs of banks. 

The guidance aims to ensure banks 

incorporate the risk-reducing effect of these 

measures when calculating their risk-based 

capital requirements and ECLs. 

The Committee also agreed to amend the 

transitional arrangements for the regulatory 

capital treatment of ECL accounting. For the 

amended transitional arrangements to take 

effect in the EU/UK, the EC needs to amend 

CRR legislation. More details can be found in 

our At a Glance publication. 

Reporting 

Reducing regulatory reporting and disclosure 
pressures  

The PRA published a statement on 

2 April 2020 relaxing regulatory reporting 

and Pillar 3 disclosure deadlines in response to 

COVID-19. This includes allowing: 

• delayed submissions (up to one month) for 

certain specified aspects of harmonised 

regulatory reporting – but not for LCR, 

additional liquidity monitoring metrics 

data and reporting for resolution 

planning purposes 

• delayed submissions (up to one month) for 

certain specified aspects of PRA-own 

regulatory reporting and annual financial 

statements (up to two months). 

The PRA intends to take a flexible approach to 

assessing the reasonableness of any delay to 

the publication of firms’ Pillar 3 disclosures. 

Where firms reasonably anticipate that 

publication of their Pillar 3 reports will be 

delayed, the PRA expects them to inform their 

supervisors and market participants of the 

delay, the reasons for it and, to the extent 

possible, the estimated publication date. 

The EBA published a statement covering 

similar ground on 31 March 2020. The FCA 

followed suit with a statement on 22 April 2020. 

Retail products 

FCA instructs temporary lending relief 

The FCA published on 9 April 2020 temporary 

guidance on credit cards, overdrafts and 

personal loans to support users who are facing 

financial difficulty as a result of the coronavirus 

(COVID19) pandemic. The FCA will review the 

suitability of the guidance after three months. 

Under the guidance, the FCA expects firms 

to offer: 

• a three-month payment freeze on personal 

loans and credit cards  

• three-months zero interest on balances of 

£500 or less for arranged overdraft 

customers. 

Further, for overdrafts, where some firms have 

recently increased their prices, the FCA 

expects firms to ensure customers are not 

worse off when compared to prices charged 

prior to the publication of rules in PS19/16: 

Overdraft policy statement. New overdrafts, or 

increases to limits, can still be granted. In 

these circumstances firms are able to take into 

account historic data when assessing 

affordability, where it is reasonable to expect a 

return to normal income levels. 

For credit cards and personal loans, the FCA 

asks firms to review their prices to consider 

whether they are consistent with the obligation 

to treat customers fairly in the light of the 

exceptional circumstances arising out of 

COVID-19. Where firms grant a payment 

https://eba.europa.eu/joint-rts-amendments-bilateral-margin-requirements-under-emir-response-covid-19-outbreak
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/var-back-testing-exceptions-temporary-approach
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/pra-statement-on-prioritisation-covid19
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/law/200428-banking-package-proposal_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/law/200428-banking-package-proposal_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/law/200428-banking-package-proposal_en.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d498.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/finance/docs/law/200428-banking-package-communication_en.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/qanda-on-the-use-of-liquidity-and-capital-buffers.pdf?la=en&hash=151DF13BD8CA7E3755D515BC5A44F9A299C1235D
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/qanda-on-the-use-of-liquidity-and-capital-buffers.pdf?la=en&hash=151DF13BD8CA7E3755D515BC5A44F9A299C1235D
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d498.pdf
https://www.bis.org/bcbs/publ/d498.pdf
https://www.pwc.co.uk/industries/financial-services/regulation/understanding-regulatory-developments/basel-committee-issues-coronavirus-related-information---pwc-uk.html
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/regulatory-reporting-covid-19.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20provides%20additional%20clarity%20on%20measures%20to%20mitigate%20the%20impact%20of%20COVID-19%20on%20the%20EU%20banking%20sector/Statement%20on%20supervisory%20reporting%20and%20Pillar%203%20disclosures%20in%20light%20of%20COVID-19.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/regulatory-reporting/changes-regulatory-reporting-during-covid-19
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/credit-cards-retail-revolving-credit-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/overdrafts-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/personal-loans-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps19-16.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps19-16.pdf
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deferral on lending, they can still charge 

interest during the three-month period. 

Customers whose payment has been deferred 

under this guidance should not have their 

credit cards suspended. In addition, the rules 

regarding persistent credit card debt will not 

apply in situations where COVID-19 related 

measures are utilised. 

FCA expands temporary credit guidance 

The FCA finalised additional consumer credit 

guidance for motor finance, high-cost credit 

and HCSTC on 24 April 2020. As with other 

temporary guidance, this applies where 

customers are experiencing financial difficulties 

as a result of COVID-19. Under the proposals, 

the FCA expects firms to offer: 

• a three-month payment freeze on motor 

finance, buy now pay later (BNPL), rent-to-

own (RTO) and pawnbroking products 

• HCSTC providers should offer an interest-

free, one month freeze. 

In order for motor finance providers to provide 

a payment holiday, it is likely contracts will 

need to be altered. In this situation, the FCA 

makes clear that firms should not alter 

personal contract purchase (PCP) agreements 

in a way that disadvantages the customer, e.g. 

by recalculating Guaranteed Minimum Future 

Values of vehicles based on the temporarily 

depressed market. Where PCP agreements 

reach term end during the guidance period, 

firms should support customers where balloon 

payments are currently unaffordable. If a 

vehicle is to be returned but cannot be, firms 

must explain to customers how to take a 

vehicle off the road. Repossessions where 

customers are in arrears due to COVID-19 

should not be undertaken. 

HCSTC lenders should offer customers a one-

month payment deferral, during which no 

interest can accrue. Customers must be given 

the opportunity to pay this deferred payment 

back over a longer period (potentially after the 

term ends) if necessary. The HCSTC guidance 

only applies to loans taken out before the rules 

come into force. 

Firms that enter into BNPL, RTO and 

pawnbroking agreements are expected to offer 

customers a three-month payment deferral. For 

pawnbroking agreements, the firm should 

extend the redemption period by three months 

or, if this period has ended, agree not to give 

notice of intention to sell an item for that 

period. The FCA expects RTO firms to 

consider the impact of a payment deferral on 

warranties or insurance sold by the firm. 

Also this month 

Basel committee  

The Basel Committee published a stocktake 

report on 30 April 2020 concerning its 

members’ existing regulatory initiatives on 

climate-related financial risks. The report notes 

that the majority of members consider it 

appropriate to address climate-related financial 

risks within their existing regulatory and 

supervisory framework, and that many have 

identified operational challenges in assessing 

such risks, including data availability, 

methodological challenges, and difficulties in 

mapping of transmission channels. 

Approximately two-fifths of members have 

issued, or are in the process of issuing, more 

principles-based guidance regarding climate-

related financial risks, but most members have 

not factored the mitigation of such risks into the 

prudential capital framework. 

EBA 

• The EBA released a technical package on 

reporting framework 2.10 on 9 April 2020. 

The update relates to reporting 

requirements for funding plans, fraudulent 

payments, remuneration benchmarking, 

resolution, supervisory benchmarking of 

internal models, and market risk. All 

changes will apply from 31 December 

2020, except for the new reporting on 

market risk. 

• The EBA published a statement on further 

supervisory measures in the COVID-19 

pandemic on 22 April 2020, which follows 

similar communications of recent weeks. 

The EBA provides NCAs and firms with 

guidance, highlighting flexibility and 

pragmatism, covering SREPs, recovery 

planning, digital operational resilience and 

the application of the EBA Guidelines on 

payment moratoria to securitisations. 

• The EBA released an Opinion on 17 April 

2020 concerning the EC’s intention to 

amend a draft final June 2016 RTS relating 

to specialised lending exposures under 

CRD IV. The EBA says the amendments it 

identifies ‘do not alter the draft RTS in a 

significant manner and that the draft RTS, 

despite these changes, maintain a good 

balance between the flexibility and risk 

sensitivity required for the IRB approach 

and the need for a harmonised regulatory 

framework’. 

EC 

The EC issued a consultation on a retail 

payments strategy for the EU on 3 April 2020. 

The EC’s vision is to ensure that EU 

consumers and companies fully reap the 

benefits of an integrated market, offering 

secure, fast, convenient, accessible and 

affordable payment services. The EC argues 

that safe and efficient payment systems and 

services can also make a strong contribution to 

improving the EU’s ability to deal with 

emergencies such as the COVID-19 outbreak. 

FCA 

• The FCA delayed the implementation of the 

SCA rules for e-commerce on 30 April 

2020, to minimise potential disruption to 

consumers and merchants due to COVID-

19. The implementation date was pushed 

back from 14 March 2021 to 14 September 

2021. After this new date, any firm that fails 

to comply with the SCA requirements will 

be subject to the FCA’s supervisory and 

enforcement action. 

• The FCA published a Dear CEO letter on 

28 April 2020 to issuing banks following 

reports that some firms may have used 

their lending relationships to exert pressure 

on clients in order to secure roles on equity 

mandates that the issuer would not 

otherwise appoint them to. The regulator 

states that these practices should cease 

immediately, and reminds firms that such 

conduct is likely to breach FCA rules and 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/motor-finance-agreements-and-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/rent-own-buy-now-pay-later-and-pawnbroking-agreements-and-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/finalised-guidance/high-cost-short-term-credit-and-coronavirus-temporary-guidance-firms
https://www.bis.org/press/p200430.htm
https://eba.europa.eu/risk-analysis-and-data/reporting-frameworks/reporting-framework-2.10
https://eba.europa.eu/risk-analysis-and-data/reporting-frameworks/reporting-framework-2.10
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882754/EBA%20statement%20on%20additional%20supervisory%20measures%20in%20the%20COVID-19%20pandemic.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882754/EBA%20statement%20on%20additional%20supervisory%20measures%20in%20the%20COVID-19%20pandemic.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/sites/default/documents/files/document_library/News%20and%20Press/Press%20Room/Press%20Releases/2020/EBA%20Provides%20further%20guidance%20on%20the%20use%20of%20flexibility%20in%20relation%20to%20COVID-19%20and%20Calls%20for%20heightened%20attention%20to%20risks/882754/EBA%20statement%20on%20additional%20supervisory%20measures%20in%20the%20COVID-19%20pandemic.pdf
https://eba.europa.eu/coronavirus
https://eba.europa.eu/eba-agrees-european-commission%E2%80%99s-amendments-standards-risk-weights-specialised-lending-exposures
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-retail-payments-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-retail-payments-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/statements/strong-customer-authentication-and-coronavirus
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/correspondence/dear-ceo-ensuring-fair-treatment-corporate-customers-preparing-raise-equity-finance.pdf
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Principles, as well as their obligations 

under the MAR. The FCA asks issuers to 

review their systems and controls to 

ensure they are conducive to good client 

outcomes and will contact firms which have 

had a lending relationship and equity role in 

recent issues directly to assess their 

conduct risk frameworks. 

PRA 

The PRA published a Modification by 

consent of the calculation of the total exposure 

measure of the Leverage Ratio on 9 April 

2020. This allows the largest UK banks to 

implement early a CRR II provision relating to 

the offset of regular way cash receivables 

relating to unsettled sales of securities with 

corresponding cash payables relating to 

unsettled purchase of securities. 

 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/authorisations/waivers-and-modifications-of-rules/modification-of-consent-of-the-calculation-of-the-total-exposure-measure-of-the-leverage-ratio.pdf?la=en&hash=278D64FBE23DD10AA06A653
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/authorisations/waivers-and-modifications-of-rules/modification-of-consent-of-the-calculation-of-the-total-exposure-measure-of-the-leverage-ratio.pdf?la=en&hash=278D64FBE23DD10AA06A653
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/authorisations/waivers-and-modifications-of-rules/modification-of-consent-of-the-calculation-of-the-total-exposure-measure-of-the-leverage-ratio.pdf?la=en&hash=278D64FBE23DD10AA06A653
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Asset management 

In this section: 

Regulation 17 

Investment funds 17 

 

 

Regulation  

Investment funds 

ESMA finalises advice on performance fees 

ESMA published its final report on Guidelines 

for performance fees in UCITS on 3 April 2020, 

following its consultation paper published in 

July 2019. The guidelines aim to improve 

harmonisation in the way that performance 

fees can be charged to UCITS and 

certain AIFs. 

The supervisory authority notes that current 

practices related to performance fee structures, 

as well as the circumstances in which such 

fees can be paid, vary among EU Member 

States. It is concerned that this creates risks of 

regulatory arbitrage and inconsistent levels of 

investor protection. As such, it has established 

new guidelines setting out common criteria for 

NCAs on a number of issues, including fee 

calculation methods, consistency of fee models 

with fund objectives, disclosure of the fee 

model, and the period over which a fee is 

charged. ESMA has taken into account 

IOSCO’s Good Practice for Fees and 

Expenses of Collective Investment Schemes 

when developing its proposals. 

The guidelines will be translated into the official 

EU languages and then published on the 

ESMA website. Once published, there will be a 

two-month period during which NCAs must 

notify ESMA whether or not they intend to 

incorporate the guidelines within their domestic 

regulatory framework or approach. 

The guidelines would apply at the end of 

that period. 

 

Andrew Strange
FS Regulatory Insights 

andrew .p.strange@pwc.com

https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma_34-39-968_final_report_guidelines_on_performance_fees.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma_34-39-968_final_report_guidelines_on_performance_fees.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD543.pdf
https://www.iosco.org/library/pubdocs/pdf/IOSCOPD543.pdf
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Insurance

In this section: 

Regulation 18 

Conduct 18 

Solvency II 18 

Also this month 19 

A brief roundup of other 
regulatory developments 

Melinda Strudwick
FSRR Insurance lead 

melinda.strudwick@pwc.com

 

Hannah Swain
FS Regulatory Insights –

cross-sector lead 

swain.hannah@pwc.com

 

 

Regulation 

Conduct 

FCA urges prompt settlement of business 
interruption claims 

The FCA published a Dear CEO letter on 

15 April 2020 to insurers that offer business 

interruption (BI) cover to SMEs. In the letter the 

FCA sets out its expectations on how 

insurers should respond to BI claims during the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The FCA urges insurers 

to settle legitimate and undisputed claims 

quickly, and to make partial payments as 

appropriate where only part of a claim is 

under review. 

The FCA notes that most BI policies sold to 

SMEs only had basic cover which did not 

include pandemics, so insurers have no 

obligation to pay out in relation to COVID-19. 

The FCA clarifies that it will not intervene in 

such circumstances. For BI policies where 

insurers do have a clear obligation to pay out 

on a policy, the FCA expects firms to assess 

and settle claims as soon as possible. Where 

there are reasonable grounds to pay part of a 

claim but not the full claim, the FCA expects 

firms to make an interim payment. Insurers that 

decide not to make interim payments where 

there are reasonable grounds to pay part of a 

claim need to write to the FCA setting out why 

their decision represents a fair outcome for 

customers. These measures are aimed at 

alleviating financial pressures on policyholders. 

The FCA expects insurers and brokers to 

provide clear, accurate and timely 

communication to customers who are unsure 

whether they have appropriate cover in place. 

The FCA is collecting information from firms to 

understand how they are interpreting policy 

terms and conditions, to assess whether firms 

are treating their customers fairly. 

In addition, the regulator is setting up a small 

business unit to coordinate its actions across 

small business issues and gather intelligence 

about firms' treatment of small businesses. 

Solvency II 

Managing the risks of illiquid unrated assets  

The PRA updated SS3/17 Solvency II: Illiquid 

unrated assets on 2 April 2020 following the 

publication of PS9/20 Solvency II: Income 

producing real estate loans and internal credit 

assessment for illiquid, unrated assets. In the 

updated supervisory statement the regulator 

sets out its approach to how firms should 

assess risks and manage Income Producing 

Real Estate (IPRE) loans and develop internal 

models in respect of IPRE loans. The 

statement also clarifies expectations on the 

use of internal credit assessments (ICAs). 

Insurance firms are increasingly investing in 

IPRE loans, and the PRA recognises that 

these loans can be a particularly challenging 

asset class to develop internal models for, due 

to lack of observable market prices and 

external credit ratings. Therefore, the PRA 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/correspondence/dear-ceo-insuring-sme-business-interruption-coronavirus.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss317-update-april-2020.pdf?la=en&hash=6D55C330D5AD728F1844A2319ACE47BF16F46F1D
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss317-update-april-2020.pdf?la=en&hash=6D55C330D5AD728F1844A2319ACE47BF16F46F1D
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2019/solvency-ii-ipre-loans-and-internal-credit-assessments-for-illiquid-unrated-assets
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2019/solvency-ii-ipre-loans-and-internal-credit-assessments-for-illiquid-unrated-assets
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2019/solvency-ii-ipre-loans-and-internal-credit-assessments-for-illiquid-unrated-assets
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proposes that firms complete a comprehensive 

risk identification exercise for IPRE loans to 

capture all systemic and idiosyncratic risks 

inherent in this asset class, and evidence that 

the SCR captures all quantifiable risks to which 

they are exposed. 

IPRE loans are generally held within insurers’ 

MA portfolios. Due to the illiquid nature of 

these loans and the timescales involved in 

executing IPRE transactions, the PRA expects 

firms not to rely on the ability to sell or source 

new IPRE loans to rectify a breach in MA 

eligibility requirements. 

Further, the PRA is concerned that 

inappropriate credit quality mapping for assets 

can lead to a lower SCR than desired. So, in 

the updated statement the regulator sets out in 

greater detail the breadth of issues it expects 

firms to consider in order to evidence the 

robustness of ICAs. Key considerations 

include: firms should clearly demonstrate the 

independence of the ICA function and avoid 

any conflicts of interest, and firms should 

maintain a well-documented and structured 

process around the use of expert judgements.  

The validation process for ICAs should review 

these expert judgments and assess whether 

the credit quality step (CQS) to which an ICA 

maps lies within the plausible range of CQSs 

that could have resulted from an issue rating 

given by an external rating agency. 

Also this month 

EIOPA 

• EIOPA issued a statement on 2 April 2020 

setting out its expectation that firms 

maintain robust levels of own funds both at 

the group and solo level to protect 

policyholders and absorb potential losses 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. EIOPA 

urges insurers to temporarily suspend all 

discretionary variable pay (bonuses), 

distribution of profits (dividends) and share 

buybacks. EIOPA notes that insurers that 

consider themselves legally required to pay 

out dividends or large amounts of variable 

remuneration should explain the underlying 

reasons to their NCA. 

• EIOPA published Costs and Past 

Performance 2020 Report on 6 April 2020, 

documenting the impact of market volatility 

and costs on the returns for different types 

of insurance-based investment and 

personal pension products. The report 

notes that costs continue to have a 

significant impact on net returns and that 

unit-linked products can offer high returns 

but also pose risks for consumers during 

periods of poor market returns. Although 

costs remain high in this sector, profit 

participation products continue to have 

lower costs than unit-linked products, 

confirming the trend observed in the 

previous edition of the report. 

• EIOPA issued a Statement on 17 April 

2020, setting out expectations for NCAs to 

mitigate the impact of COVID-19 on IORPs 

and their members and beneficiaries. 

EIOPA expects NCAs to ensure IORPs 

prioritise business continuity, effectively 

manage operational and liquidity risks, and 

allow IORPs flexibility in collecting 

contributions from employers. EIOPA also 

urges NCAs and national legislatures to be 

flexible to safeguard members' pension 

rights and, particularly in defined 

contribution schemes, allow plan members 

to choose delayed application of lump sum 

payments or of mandatory annuitisation. 

• EIOPA published its Opinion on the 

supervision of remuneration principles in 

the insurance and reinsurance sector on 

7 April 2020, with the aim of ensuring 

consistent practices in the application of 

the remuneration principles included in 

Solvency II. The opinion applies to 

remuneration of staff whose annual 

variable remuneration exceeds €50,000 

and represents more than a third of that 

staff member's total annual compensation. 

EIOPA expects NCAs to collect data to 

monitor compliance with the Opinion and 

intends to start monitoring the application 

of this Opinion from April 2022. 

• EIOPA published a Call to action for 

insurers and intermediaries to mitigate 

the impact of COVID-19 on consumers on 

1 April 2020. EIOPA urges insurers and 

intermediaries to continue focusing on 

ensuring business continuity and the fair 

treatment of consumers. EIOPA set out its 

expectation that market participants 

should provide clear and timely information 

to consumers, maintain product oversight 

and governance requirements, and show 

as much flexibility as possible when 

dealing with customers to ensure 

continuity of cover. 

• EIOPA announced on 30 April 2020 that it 

will delay providing its advice to the EC on 

the Solvency II Review by six months, until 

the end of December 2020. It also plans to 

carry out a new data collection exercise 

between July and September 2020. The 

new timetable attempts to strike a balance 

between proceeding with the review of 

Solvency II and taking into account the 

impact of COVID-19. 

PRA 

• The PRA published a Follow-up note on 

23 April 2020 for insurers clarifying how its 

position regarding IFRS 9, noted in a 

Dear CEO letter to banks, should be read 

across to insurers for their assessments of 

loan creditworthiness and treatment of 

unrated assets. The PRA notes that 

expectations for insurers that invest in 

unrated assets are set out in SS3/17 

Solvency II: Illiquid unrated assets, 

including expectations regarding risk 

identification and the application of 

judgements and methodologies. The 

regulator advises insurers to consider the 

impact of COVID-19 and the 

unprecedented level of financial support 

provided by governments when making 

decisions on internal credit assessments. 

• The PRA updated SS9/15 Solvency II: 

Group supervision on 30 April 2020 

following the publication of PS 10/20 

‘Solvency II: Group availability of 

subordinated liabilities and preference 

shares. The updated statement clarifies the 

PRA’s approach where a firm seeks to 

https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/statement-on-dividend-distribution-april2020.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/eiopa-publishes-second-report-costs-and-pasts-performance-insurance-based-investment
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/eiopa-publishes-second-report-costs-and-pasts-performance-insurance-based-investment
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/statement-to-mitigate-impact-of-coranavirus-on-pensions.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/opinions/eiopa-bos-20-040-opinion-on-remuneration-after-public-consultation.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/opinions/eiopa-bos-20-040-opinion-on-remuneration-after-public-consultation.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/opinions/eiopa-bos-20-040-opinion-on-remuneration-after-public-consultation.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/statement-consumer-protection-and-conduct-risks-covid19-april2020.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/statement-consumer-protection-and-conduct-risks-covid19-april2020.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/sites/default/files/publications/statement-consumer-protection-and-conduct-risks-covid19-april2020.pdf
https://www.eiopa.europa.eu/content/eiopa-revises-its-timetable-advice-solvency-ii-review-until-end-december-2020_en
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/publication/2020/follow-up-to-letter-from-sam-woods-covid-19-ifrs-9-capital-requirements-loan-covenants
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/prudential-regulation/letter/2020/covid-19-ifrs-9-capital-requirements-and-loan-covenants
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss317-update-april-2020.pdf?la=en&hash=6D55C330D5AD728F1844A2319ACE47BF16F46F1D
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss317-update-april-2020.pdf?la=en&hash=6D55C330D5AD728F1844A2319ACE47BF16F46F1D
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss915-update-april-2020.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/supervisory-statement/2020/ss915-update-april-2020.pdf
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/policy-statement/2020/ps1020.pdf?la=en&hash=70870F975A8357BD820434350CB5C1327CCE089E
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/policy-statement/2020/ps1020.pdf?la=en&hash=70870F975A8357BD820434350CB5C1327CCE089E
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/policy-statement/2020/ps1020.pdf?la=en&hash=70870F975A8357BD820434350CB5C1327CCE089E
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/policy-statement/2020/ps1020.pdf?la=en&hash=70870F975A8357BD820434350CB5C1327CCE089E
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demonstrate that the Solvency II 

assumption that subordinated liabilities and 

preference shares are not effectively 

available to cover group SCR is 

inappropriate in the firm’s specific 

circumstances. The statement clarifies that 

the firm would need to satisfy the PRA that 

these own fund items are available to 

absorb losses anywhere in the group, but 

the default assumption is that subordinated 

liabilities and preference shares are not 

available. 
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Monthly calendar 

Open consultations 

Closing date for 

responses 

Paper Institution 

15/05/20 CP4/20 Regulated fees and levies: Rates proposals 2020/21 PRA 

17/05/20 Consultation Paper MiFID II/MiFIR review report on the transparency regime for non-equity instruments and the trading obligation for derivatives ESMA 

19/05/20 CP20/6 FCA regulated fees and levies: Rates proposals 2020/21 FCA 

05/06/20 CP20/3: Proposals to enhance climate-related disclosures by listed issuers and clarification of existing disclosure obligations FCA 

08/06/20 Draft Regulatory Technical Standards under the Benchmarks Regulation ESMA 

15/06/20 Report on post trade risk reduction services with regards to the clearing obligation (EMIR Article 85(3a)) ESMA 

19/06/20 Technical standards on reporting, data quality, data access and registration of Trade Repositories under EMIR REFIT ESMA 

26/06/20 CP3/20 Occasional Consultation Paper PRA 

26/06/20 Consultation on a retail payments strategy for the EU EC 

26/06/20 Consultation on a new digital finance strategy for Europe/FinTech action plan EC 

30/06/20 Draft implementing technical standards under the Regulation on cross-border distribution of funds ESMA 

15/07/20 Renewed sustainable finance strategy EC 

15/07/20 Addressing the regulatory, supervisory and oversight challenges raised by ‘global stablecoin’ arrangements FSB 

20/07/20 Effective Practices for Cyber Incident Response and Recovery: Consultative Document FSB 

01/09/20 Guidelines on art 25 of AIFMD ESMA 

01/09/20 Joint consultation paper on ESG disclosures JCESA 

01/10/20 CP19/32: Building operational resilience: impact tolerances for important business services FCA 

01/10/20 CP20/5: Consultation paper on ETF Listing: Premium to Standard Listing FCA 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2020/cp420.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-2189_cp_review_report_transparency_non-equity_tod.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-06.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-3.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-156-1464_consultation_paper_benchmarks_rts.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma70-151-2852_consultation_report_ptrr_services_-_article_853a_of_emir.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/technical-standards-reporting-data-quality-data-access-and-registration
https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2020/cp320.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-retail-payments-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-digital-finance-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/esma34-39-966_-_cp_on_its_on_cross-border_distribution_of_funds.pdf
https://ec.europa.eu/info/sites/info/files/business_economy_euro/banking_and_finance/documents/2020-sustainable-finance-strategy-consultation-document_en.pdf
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P140420-1.pdf
https://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/P200420-1.pdf
https://www.esma.europa.eu/press-news/consultations/consultation-guidelines-art-25-aifmd
https://esas-joint-committee.europa.eu/Publications/Consultations/JC%202020%2016%20-%20Joint%20consultation%20paper%20on%20ESG%20disclosures.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp19-32.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-05.pdf
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Closing date for 

responses 

Paper Institution 

01/10/20 CP29/19: Operational resilience: Impact tolerances for important business services PRA 

01/10/20 CP30/19: Outsourcing and third party risk management PRA 

01/10/20 CP20/1: Introducing a Single Easy Access Rate for cash savings FCA 

 

https://www.bankofengland.co.uk/-/media/boe/files/prudential-regulation/consultation-paper/2019/cp2919.pdf
file:///C:/Users/926552/Documents/BBI%20Jan%202020/CP30/19:%20Outsourcing%20and%20third%20party%20risk%20management
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp20-01.pdf
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Glossary

ABI Association of British Insurers 

ABS Asset Backed Security 

AI Artificial intelligence 

AIF Alternative Investment Fund 

AIFM Alternative Investment Fund Manager 

AIFMD Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive 2011/61/EU 

AML Anti-Money Laundering 

AQR Asset Quality Review 

Banking Reform 

Act (2013) 

Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 

Basel II Basel II: International Convergence of Capital Measurement and Capital 

Standards: a Revised Framework 

Basel III Basel III: International Regulatory Framework for Banks  

Basel Committee Basel Committee of Banking Supervision (of the BIS) 

BCR Basic capital requirement (for insurers) 

BIS Bank for International Settlements 

BoE Bank of England 

BMR EU Benchmarks Regulation 

BRRD Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive 2014/59/EU 

BRRD II Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (EU) 2019/879 amending BRRD 

CASS Client Assets sourcebook 

CBILS The UK Coronavirus Business Interruption Loan Scheme 

CCA Consumer Credit Act 1974 (as amended) 

CCB Countercyclical capital buffer 

CCD Consumer Credit Directive 2008/48/EC 

CCPs Central Counterparties 

CDS Credit Default Swaps 

CET1 Common Equity Tier 1 

CFTC Commodities Futures Trading Commission (US) 

CGFS Committee on the Global Financial System (of the BIS) 

CIS Collective Investment Schemes 

CMA Competition and Markets Authority 

CMU Capital markets union 

COBS FCA conduct of business sourcebook 

COCON FCA code of conduct sourcebook 

CoCos Contingent convertible securities 

ComFrame The Common Framework 

CONC FCA consumer credit sourcebook 

COREP Standardised European common reporting 

Council Generic term representing all ten configurations of the Council of the 

European Union 

CPMI Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures 

CRA1 Regulation on Credit Rating Agencies (EC) No 1060/2009 

CRA2 Regulation amending the Credit Rating Agencies Regulation (EU) No 

513/2011 
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CRA3 Proposal to amend the Credit Rating Agencies Regulation and directives 

related to credit rating agencies COM(2011) 746 final 

CRAs Credit Rating Agencies 

CRD ‘Capital Requirements Directive’: collectively refers to Directive 

2006/48/EC and Directive 2006/49/EC 

CRD II Amending Directive 2009/111/EC 

CRD III Amending Directive 2010/76/EU  

CRD IV Capital Requirements Directive 2013/36/EU 

CRD V Capital Requirements Directive (EU) 2019/878 amending CRD IV 

CRR Capital Requirement Regulation (EU) No 575/2013 on prudential 

requirements for credit institutions and investment firms 

CRR II Capital Requirements Regulation (EU) 2019/876 amending CRR 

CSD Central Securities Depository  

CSDR Central Securities Depositories Regulation (EU) 909/2014 

CSMAD Criminal Sanctions Market Abuse Directive 2014/57/EU 

CTF Counter Terrorist Financing 

DEPP The FCA’s Decision Procedure and Penalties Manual 

DG FISMA  Directorate-General for Financial Stability, Financial Services and Capital 

Markets Union  

DGS Deposit Guarantee Scheme 

DGSD  Deposit Guarantee Schemes Directive 2014/49/EU 

DLT Distributed ledger technology 

D-SIBs Domestic Systemically Important Banks 

EBA European Banking Authority 

EC European Commission 

ECB European Central Bank 

ECJ European Court of Justice 

ECL Expected credit loss 

ECOFIN Economic and Financial Affairs Council (configuration of the Council of 

the European Union dealing with financial and fiscal and 

competition issues) 

ECON Economic and Monetary Affairs Committee of the European Parliament 

ECP Eligible counterparty 

EDIS European Deposit Insurance Scheme 

EEA European Economic Area 

EEC European Economic Community 

EIOPA European Insurance and Occupations Pension Authority  

ELTIF European long-term investment fund 

EMIR Regulation on OTC Derivatives, Central Counterparties and Trade 

Repositories (EU) No 648/2012 

EP European Parliament 

EPC European Payments Council  

ESA European Supervisory Authority (i.e. generic term for EBA, EIOPA 

and ESMA) 

ESCB European System of Central Banks 

ESG Environmental, social and governance 

ESEF European Single Electronic Format 

ESMA European Securities and Markets Authority 

ESRB European Systemic Risk Board 

€STR Euro short-term rate 

ETC Exchange-traded commodity 

ETN Exchange-traded note 
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EU European Union 

EU Securitisation 

Regulation 

Regulation (EU) 2017/2402 laying down a general 

framework for securitisation and creating a specific framework for simple, 
transparent and standardised securitisation and amending Directives 
2009/65/EC, 2009/138/EC, 

2011/61/EU and Regulations (EC) No 1060/2009 and (EU) No 648/2012 

EURIBOR Euro Interbank Offered Rate 

Eurosystem System of central banks in the euro area, including the ECB 

EuSEF The European social Entrepreneurship Funds Regulation 

EuVECA  European Venture Capital Funds Regulation (EU) 345/2013 

FAMR  Financial Advice Market Review  

FATF Financial Action Task Force 

FC Financial counterparty under EMIR 

FCA Financial Conduct Authority  

Fiat currency Currency whose value is underpinned by the strength of the issuing 

government, e.g. USD, GBP, euro and other major world currencies 

FICC Fixed income, currencies and commodities 

FiCOD1 Amending Directive 2011/89/EU of 16 November 2011 

FiCOD Financial Conglomerates Directive 2002/87/EC 

FMI Financial Market Infrastructure 

FMLC  Financial Markets Law Committee  

FMSB FICC Markets Standard Board 

FOS Financial Ombudsman Service 

FPC Financial Policy Committee  

FRC Financial Reporting Council 

FRTB Basel Committee fundamental review of the trading book market risk 

capital requirements 

FSB Financial Stability Board 

FSBRA Financial Services (Banking Reform) Act 2013 

FS Act 2012 Financial Services Act 2012 

FSCS Financial Services Compensation Scheme 

FSI Financial Stability Institute (of the BIS) 

FSMA Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 

FTT Financial Transaction Tax 

GDPR General Data Protection Regulation 

G-SIBs Global Systemically Important Banks 

G-SIFIs Global Systemically Important Financial Institutions 

HCSTC High Cost Short Term Credit 

HMRC Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 

HMT Her Majesty’s Treasury 

IA Investment Association 

IAIS International Association of Insurance Supervisors 

IASB International Accounting Standards Board  

IBA ICE Benchmark Administration  

ICAAP Internal Capital Adequacy Assessment Process 

ICAS Individual Capital Adequacy Standards 

ICO Initial coin offering 

ICOBS Insurance: Conduct of Business Sourcebook 

ICPs Insurance Core Principles 

ICT Information and Communication Technology 

IDD The Insurance Distribution Directive (EU) 2016/97  
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IFR Investment Firms Review, used to refer to the new EU prudential regime 

for investment firms consisting of the Regulation (EU) 2019/2033 and 

Directive (EU) 2019/2034 

IFRS International Financial Reporting Standards 

ILAA Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment  

ILAAP Internal Liquidity Adequacy Assessment Process 

ILS Insurance-Linked Securities 

IMAP Internal Model Approval Process 

IMCO The European Parliament’s Committee on Internal Market and 

Consumer Protection 

IMD Insurance Mediation Directive 2002/92/EC 

IMF International Monetary Fund 

IORP Institutions for Occupational Retirement Provision  

IOSCO International Organisation of Securities Commissions 

IRB Internal Ratings Based 

IRRBB Interest rate risk in the banking book 

ISDA International Swaps and Derivatives Association 

ITS Implementing Technical Standards 

JCESA Joint Committee of the European Supervisory Authorities 

JMLSG Joint Money Laundering Steering Committee 

KID Key Information Document  

KIID Key Investor Information Document 

KYC Know your customer 

LCR Liquidity coverage ratio 

LEI Legal Entity Identifier 

LIBOR London Interbank Offered Rate 

MA Matching Adjustment 

MAD Market Abuse Directive 2003/6/EC 

MAR Market Abuse Regulation (EU) 596/2014  

Material Risk 

Takers 

Regulation 

Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) No 604/2014 of 4 March 2014 

supplementing Directive 2013/36/EU of the EP and of the Council with 

regard to regulatory technical standards with respect to qualitative and 

appropriate quantitative criteria to identify categories of staff whose 

professional activities have a material impact on an institution’s risk profile 

MCD Mortgage Credit Directive 2014/17/EU 

MCOB Mortgages and Home Finance: Conduct of Business sourcebook 

MCR Minimum Capital Requirement  

Member States Countries which are members of the European Union 

MiFID Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2004/39/EC 

MiFID II Markets in Financial Instruments Directive (recast) 2014/65/EU – also 

used to refer to the regime under both this directive and MiFIR  

MiFIR Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (EU) No 600/2014 

MLRO Money Laundering Reporting Officer 

MMF Money Market Fund 

MoJ Ministry of Justice  

MoU Memorandum of Understanding 

MPC Monetary Policy Committee 

MREL Minimum requirements for own funds and eligible liabilities 

MTF Multilateral Trading Facility 

NBNI G-SIFI Non-bank non-insurer global systemically important financial institution 

NCA National competent authority 

NDF Non-Directive Firms – firms that do not fall within Solvency II 

NFC Non-financial counterparty under EMIR 
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NIS Directive Proposal for a directive of the EP and Council concerning measures to 

ensure a high common level of network and information security across 

the EU 

NPE Non-performing exposure 

NSFR Net Stable Funding Ratio 

NST National specific template 

NURS Non-UCITS Retail Scheme  

OECD Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development 

Official Journal Official Journal of the European Union 

OFT Office of Fair Trading 

Omnibus II Second Directive amending existing legislation to reflect Lisbon Treaty 

and new supervisory infrastructure (2014/51/EU). Amends the Prospectus 

Directive (Directive 2003/71/EC) and Solvency II (Directive 2009/138/EC)  

ORSA Own Risk Solvency Assessment 

O-SIIs Other systemically important institutions 

OTC Over-The-Counter 

OTF Organised trading facility 

PAD  Payment Accounts Directive 2014/92/EU 

PERG Perimeter Guidance Manual 

PIFs Personal investment firms 

PPI Payment Protection Insurance  

PRA Prudential Regulation Authority 

Presidency Member State which takes the leadership for negotiations in the Council: 

rotates on 6 monthly basis 

PRIIPs  Packaged retail and insurance-based investment products 

PSD2 The revised Payment Services Directive (EU) 2015/2366  

PSP Payment service provider 

PSR Payment Systems Regulator 

P2P Peer to Peer 

QIS Quantitative Impact Study 

QRT Quantitative Reporting Template 

RAO  Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Regulated Activities) Order 

2001 (SI 2001/544) 

RDR Retail Distribution Review 

REMIT Regulation on wholesale energy markets integrity and transparency (EU) 

1227/2011 

RFB Ring-fenced bank 

RFQ Request for quote 

RFRs Risk-free rates  

RFRWG The Working Group on Sterling Risk-Free Reference Rates 

RONIA Repurchase Overnight Index Average 

RRPs Recovery and Resolution Plans 

RTS Regulatory Technical Standards 

RWA Risk-weighted assets 

SARON Swiss Average Rate Overnight 

SCA Strong Customer Authentication (rules under PSD2) 

SCR Solvency Capital Requirement (under Solvency II) 

SCV Single customer view 

SEC Securities and Exchange Commission (US) 

SECR Securitisation Regulation 

SEPA Single Euro Payments Area 

SFP Structured finance product 

SFT Securities financing transaction 
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SFTR Securities Financing Transactions Regulation (EU) 2015/2365 

SFO Serious Fraud Office 

SI Systematic internaliser 

SIMF Senior Insurer Manager Function  

SIMR  Senior Insurer Managers Regime  

SM&CR Senior Managers and Certification Regime 

SME Small and Medium sized Enterprises 

SMF Senior Manager Function  

SOCA Serious Organised Crime Agency 

SOFR Secured Overnight Financing Rate 

Solvency II Directive 2009/138/EC 

SONIA Sterling Overnight Index Average 

SPV Special purpose vehicle 

SREP  Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process 

SRF Single Resolution Fund 

SRM  Single Resolution Mechanism 

SRMR Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation (EU) No 806/2014 

SRMR II Single Resolution Mechanism Regulation (EU) 2019/877 

amending SRMR 

SSM Single Supervisory Mechanism 

SSR Short Selling Regulation (EU) 236/2012 

STS Simple Transparent and Standardised (concerning securitisations) 

SUP FCA supervision manual 

SYSC The part of the FCA handbook titled senior management arrangements, 

systems and controls 

T2S TARGET2-Securities 

TC Treasury Committee 

TCFD The FSB Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures 

TLAC Total Loss Absorbing Capacity 

TMTP Transitional Measure on Technical Provisions 

TONA Tokyo Overnight Average Rate 

TPR The Pensions Regulator 

TR Trade Repository 

UCITS Undertakings for Collective Investments in Transferable Securities 

UCITS V UCITS V Directive 2014/91/EU 

UKLA UK Listing Authority  

UTI  Unique Trade Identifier 

XBRL extensible Business Reporting Language 
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